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Abstract The formal analysis of critical systems is supported by a vast
space of modelling formalisms and tools. The variety of incompatible
formats and tools however poses a significant challenge to practical ad-
option as well as continued research. In this paper, we propose the Jani
model format and tool interaction protocol. The format is based on net-
works of communicating automata and has been designed for ease of
implementation without sacrificing readability. The purpose of the pro-
tocol is to provide a stable and uniform interface between tools such as
model checkers, transformers, and user interfaces. Jani uses the Json
data format, inheriting its ease of use and inherent extensibility. Jani
initially targets quantitative model checking, a field that is at a decisive
point in its growth where a push for coordination and standardisation is
both necessary and maximally beneficial. The ultimate purpose of Jani
is to simplify tool development, encourage research cooperation, and pave
the way for a future competition in quantitative model checking.

1 Introduction

Significant progress has been made in the area of formal verification to allow the
analysis of ever more realistic, mathematically precise models of performance-,
safety- or economically-critical systems. Such models can be automatically de-
rived from the program or machine code of an existing implementation, or
they can be constructed in a suitable modelling language during the system
design phase. Many such languages, including process algebras like CCS [27]
and CSP [21], lower-level formalisms like reactive modules [5], and high-level
imperative-style languages like Promela [22], have been developed. However,
the variety of different languages, most of them supported by one dedicated tool,
is a major obstacle for new users seeking to apply formal methods in their field
of work. Several efforts have been made to standardise modelling languages for
broader use (notably Lotos [11], an ISO standard), or to develop overarching
formalisms that offer a union of the features of many different specialised lan-
guages (a recent example being the CIF language and format [4]). Yet none of
these efforts appears to have had a lasting impact on practice; of our examples,



effectively the only implementation of Lotos is in the Cadp toolset [18], and
active CIF support appears restricted to the CIF 3 tool [7].

We argue that the adoption of any standard formalism is hindered by a com-
bination of the proposed standard (a) being complex and difficult to implement,
(b) appearing at a time when there are already a number of well-established
tools with their own modelling formalisms, and (c) existing in a conflict between
supporting many different modelling purposes versus being a succinct way to
support a particular technique or type of systems. As most new verification
tools are still developed in an academic context, problem a creates work that
is at best tangential to the actual research, and problem b means that there is
little incentive to implement a new parser in an existing tool since such an effort
is unlikely to lead to a publication. We observe that new tools continue to define
their own new input language or a new dialect of an existing one as a result.

In this paper, we propose jani-model: another format for formal models aimed
at becoming a common input language for existing and future tools. However,
jani-model was created with problems a-c in mind: First of all, it is targeted to the
specific field of quantitative verification using (extensions of) automata-like prob-
abilistic models such as Markov chains and Markov decision processes (MDP).
This field is much younger than formal methods in general. Consequently, the
tooling landscape is at an earlier stage in its evolution. We believe that prob-
lem b yet has little relevance there, and that now is actually the time where a
push for commonality in quantitative verification tools is still possible as well as
maximally beneficial. Several tools already support subsets or extensions of the
Prism model checker’s [25] language, so a good basis to avoid problem c appears
to already exist in this field. Consequently, jani-model is semantically compatible
with the Prism language. Still, in our experience, implementing a parser for
that language is non-trivial and time-consuming. To avoid problem a, jani-model
is thus designed to be extremely easy to generate and parse programmatically
(while remaining “human-debuggable”) without library dependencies. It defines
an intentionally small set of constructs, but its structure allows for easy extensi-
bility. We do not expect users to create jani-model files manually. Instead, they
will be automatically generated from higher-level and domain-specific languages.
We present the format and existing tool support in more detail in Section 3.

jani-model helps the users as well as the developers of quantitative verifica-
tion tools. Still, the latter face another obstacle: New techniques often require
combining existing approaches that have already been implemented by others,
or using existing tools for parts of the new analysis. In an academic setting, re-
implementation is usually work for little reward, but also squanders the testing
and performance tuning effort that went into the original tool. The alternat-
ive is to reuse the existing tool through whatever interface it provides: either
a command-line interface—usually unstable, changing between tool versions—
or an API tied or tailored to one programming language. The same problems
apply to benchmarking or verification competitions. To help with interfacing
quantitative verification tools, we propose the jani-interaction protocol. It defines
a clean, flexible, programming language-independent interface to query a tool’s
capabilities, configure its parameters, launch verification tasks, and obtain the



results. Again, we focused on ease of implementation, and jani-interaction is thus
simple to support without dependencies on external libraries or frameworks, and
it only prescribes a minimal set of messages with clearly defined points for future
extensions. We describe the protocol and current use cases in Section 4.

Related work. TODO: Add references to SMTLIB (model format and protocol).
We already mentioned Lotos as an early standardisation effort, as well as

CIF, which covers quantitative aspects such as timed and hybrid, but not prob-
abilistic, behaviour. CIF is a complex specification consisting of a textual and
graphical syntax for human use plus an XML representation. It had connections
to a variety of tools including those based on Modelica [17], which itself is also
an open specification intended to be supported by tools focusing on continuous
system and controller simulation. The HOA format [6] is a tool-independent ex-
change format for ω-automata, which are typically used to represent linear-time
properties for/during model checking.

A number of tools take a reversed approach by providing an interface to
plug in different input languages. In the non-quantitative setting, one example is
LTSmin [23] and its PINS interface. However, this is a C/C++ API on the state
space level, so every input language needs to provide a complete implementation
of its semantics for this tool-specific interface. A prominent tool with a similar
approach that uses quantitative models is Möbius [13]. Notably, a command-line
interface has recently been added to Möbius’ existing graphical and low-level
interfaces to improve interoperability [24]. The Modest Toolset [20] also uses
an internal semantic model similar to that of jani-model that allows it to connect
to various external tools, albeit over their command-line interfaces.

The Jani specification can be seen as a metamodel. The Eclipse EMF/Ecore
platform [15] is popular for building and working with metamodels. We chose to
create a standalone specification instead in order to avoid the heavy dependency
on Eclipse and to not force a preferred programming language on implementors.

2 Json and js-schema

jani-model and jani-interaction use the Json [12] data format to encode their mod-
els and messages, respectively. Json is a textual, language independent format
for representing data based on objects, arrays, and a small number of primitives.
In contrast to alternatives like XML, it is extremely simple: its entire grammar
can be given in just five small syntax diagrams. A generic Json parser is easy
to write, plus native parser libraries are available for many programming lan-
guages. The json.org website shows the syntax diagrams and maintains a list of
libraries. In contrast to binary encodings, Json remains human-readable, aiding
in debugging. We show an example of the Json code of an (abbreviated) jani-
interaction message in Figure 2. Many of the advantages of Jani can be directly
derived from the use of a Json encoding. We already mentioned the simplicity
of implementing a parser, but another important aspect is that a Json format is
inherently extensible as new attributes can be added to objects without breaking

http://www.json.org/


var ReplyAnalysisEngines = schema({
"type": "analysis-engines",
"id": Number.min(1).step(1),
"engines": Array.of({

"name": String,
"version": Version,
"?desc": String,
"?params": Array.of(ParamDef)

}) });

Figure 1. js-schema message specification

{ "type": "analysis-engines",
"id": 123456,
"engines": [

"name": "The Model Checker",
"version": {

"major": 1, "minor": 13
},
"params": [ . . . (omitted). . . ]

] }

Figure 2. Json message instance

an implementation that only reads a previously defined, smaller set of attributes.
In addition, both jani-model and jani-interaction contain dedicated versioning and
extension mechanisms to cleanly handle situations where future additions may
change the semantics of previously defined constructs.

To formally specify what a valid Jani model is, as well as how the messages
of the interaction protocol are encoded, we use the js-schema language [28]. js-
schema is a lightweight syntax to define object schemas as well as a schema
validation library. Compared to the popular alternative of Json Schema, js-
schema specifications are syntactically more similar to the data they describe and
thus easier to write and understand. By using an executable schema definition
language, we directly obtain a procedure to unambiguously determine whether
a given piece of Json data can represent a Jani object. Some more complex
requirements cannot be expressed within js-schema, e.g. when the presence of
one attribute is required if and only if another attribute is not present. These
additional checks are documented as comments in our js-schema specification
for Jani, and they are checked by the reference parser implementation in the
Modest Toolset. In Figure 1, we show (part of) the js-schema specification for
the ReplyAnalysisEngines message type of jani-interaction. The Json object of
Figure 2 conforms to this schema. An attribute name starting with ? indicates an
optional attribute, and in our example, Version and ParamDef are references to
other schemas defined elsewhere within the Jani specification while everything
else refers to built-in components of js-schema.

3 The Jani Model Format

The first part of the Jani specification is the jani-model model format. It defines
a straightforward Json representation of networks of Markov chains and MDP
with variables. By providing discrete variables and a (CSP-style) parallel com-
position operation, models with large or even infinite state spaces can be repres-
ented succinctly. jani-model includes a basic set of variable types, assignments
and expressions with most common operations, and allows the specification of
probabilistic and reward-based properties for verification within a model.

The overriding goal of the jani-model format is simplicity for implementors.
The entire specification in the js-schema language, including extensive annota-



tions and explanations, fits on four printed pages. Notably, where expressions
over the model’s variables are required (such as a guard, the probability of a
target of an edge, or the right-hand side of an assignment), they are represented
as expression trees. This is in contrast to other representations of networks of
automata, e.g. Uppaal’s [8] XML format, where they are stored as expression
strings. Using trees makes it entirely unnecessary to write any kind of expres-
sion parsing code to process jani-model models. The second important aspect of
the format is its extensibility, which is mainly gained through the use of Json
as mentioned in the previous section. While jani-model is currently limited to
Markov chain and MDP models, we plan to add optional extensions to cover e.g.
probabilistic timed automata and stochastic games.

The elements of a jani-model model map directly to the elements of the usual
automata-based definitions of Markov chains and MDPs, currently with a stand-
ard CSP-style parallel composition operator as in the Prism language. Its se-
mantics is thus compatible with that of Prism, easing interoperability with and
adoption in existing tools. Once we extend the model to cover timed aspects
or games, though, a dedicated specification of its formal semantics will likely
become necessary in order to avoid misinterpretations.

Tool support. jani-model is supported as an input format in the Modest Tool-
set and IscasMC [19]. Support in Prophesy [14] and LTSmin is planned. The
Modest Toolset provides a converter between Modest, the Prism language,
and jani-model in any direction, for the respective compatible language subsets.

4 The Jani Interaction Protocol

The second part of the Jani specification is the jani-interaction tool interaction
and automation protocol. Its purpose is to provide a stable interface that allows
the reuse of existing implementations from new tools, reduce setup problems by
allowing communication between tools running on different machines, and allow
for a common integrated graphical user interface for Jani-based verifiers.

jani-interaction is a client-server protocol. A server can support a number of
roles. We currently only define the analyse role, which offers access to veri-
fication procedures. Roles are one of the main extension points, allowing new
roles (e.g. a convert role to apply model transformations) to be added in the
future. A tool supporting the analyse role provides a number of analysis en-
gines, which represent the verification algorithms it implements. The protocol
then allows analysis tasks to be started, with the server subsequently sending
status updates to the client and the client having the ability to cancel the ana-
lysis. The jani-interaction specification defines a total of 6 client-to-server and
9 server-to-client message types, out of which 3 and 6, respectively, specific-
ally implement the analyse role. The ReplyAnalysisEngines message that we
showed (in a slightly shortened form) in Figures 1 and 2, for example, is a server-
to-client message of the analyse role that is sent when the client has queried
for the available analysis engines. It includes an array of self-describing para-
meter definitions; the client can supply values for these parameters to configure



the analysis engine when it starts an analysis task. Within the corresponding
StartAnalysis message, the client also submits the model to be analysed. It
can be either a jani-model model, which is Json data and thus included verbatim
in the message, or a set of Json strings with the contents of the model files of
any other modelling formalism with a textual representation.

A jani-interaction session consists of the exchange of a number of Json mes-
sages. This can occur in one of two ways: either remotely over the WebSocket
network protocol [16], with each message transmitted in one WebSocket text
message, or locally by the client starting the server tool and writing its messages
into the server’s standard input stream, with the server writing its replies onto
its standard output stream, one message per line. Using WebSocket communic-
ation allows running a tool remotely on a machine that is configured in exactly
the way required for the tool to run, and makes it possible to access tools using
JavaScript from websites in a browser. Using standard streams is an easier-to-
implement alternative for making an existing tool support jani-interaction.

Tool support. We provide a graphical user interface (GUI) to create and edit
jani-model, Prism and Modest models that connects to verification tools using
the jani-interaction protocol either locally or remotely. Currently, IscasMC and
the Modest Toolset natively implement a jani-interaction server while imple-
mentations in LTSmin and Prophesy are planned. We supply a wrapper script
that exposes a jani-interaction server interface for Prism, opening up this pop-
ular probabilistic model checker to the protocol and GUI. The most important
benefit of the protocol is to ease the composition of existing tools. As a first case
study to realise this benefit, the iDSL domain-specific language and perform-
ance evaluation toolbox for medical imaging systems [9], which so far called the
Modest Toolset’s command-line tools and parsed their output, is currently
being moved to use jani-interaction instead.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed the Jani specification for model exchange and tool interac-
tion. The complete specification and examples are available on the Jani website
at jani-spec.org.The goal of Jani is to reduce the effort required to develop veri-
fication tools, especially in an academic setting, and to foster tool interoperation
and comparison. Support of the jani-model input language will give access to a
library of existing models (in the format, and in Modest and the Prism lan-
guage through the conversion tool) for testing and benchmarking at little effort
compared to writing a full parser for one of the existing modelling languages,
which prioritise being easily human-writable over being easily machine-readable.

While Jani is focused on quantitative verification, in particular probabilistic
models, this is purely for practical reasons (cf. problem b in the introduction).
Standard labelled transition systems or Kripke structures are a special case of
MDP and can thus be represented in jani-model. The jani-interaction protocol
can be used with any modelling formalism with a textual representation.

http://www.jani-spec.org


Ultimately, we hope that Jani can lead the way towards a more coordinated
tool development process in quantitative verification that, together with the
previous definition of the Prism benchmark suite [26], will eventually enable a
quantitative model checking competition. Such competitions have been shown
to have a strong positive impact on the tooling landscape in affected fields [10].
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